In algebraic quantum field theory the (inverse) temperature is shown to be a macroscopic order parameter to parametrize mutually disjoint thermal sectors arising from the broken scale invariance under renormalization-group transformations.
Introduction
The purpose of the present paper is to give the explanation and the proof of the following statement:
Theorem 1 In the standard setting up of algebraic quantum field theory, the inverse temperature β := (β µ β µ ) 1/2 is a macroscopic order parameter for parametrizing mutually disjoint sectors in the thermal situation arising from the broken scale invariance under the renormalization-group transformations, where β µ is an inverse temperature 4-vector of a relativistic KMS state ω β µ describing a thermal equilibrium in its rest frame. This is obtained in my recent attempts to facilitate smooth accesses to the mathematical methods of algebraic quantum field theory (QFT for short) for their use in the actual problems in physics in such forms as a) a mathematical formulation of explicitly broken symmetries such as the above mentioned broken scale invariance, and, b) an attempt for the mathematical understanding of mutual relations among quantum, thermal and geometrical aspects embodied in QFT in various physical contexts involving such key notions as renormalization group and order parameters, etc.
In the following the above two results crucial for the explanation of the main theorem are shown to be naturally understood in a unified scheme proposed in my recent projects for controlling the mutual relations between the micro-and macroscopic aspects involved in quantum physics from the viewpoint of superselection structures. For this purpose, first let me start with a brief survey of the essence of the results obtained in [18] , in combination with some standard basic materials and tools available in the algebraic QFT necessary for our purpose.
The proposed scheme in [18] is meant for treating general sector structures on the basis of selection criteria. It has been extracted from a general formulation of non-equilirium local states [5] and adapted to the discussions of the sector structures arising from internal symmetries without and with their spontaneous breakdown. In the original Doplicher-Roberts (DR) theory [9] , the global gauge group G of an internal symmetry and the field algebra F consisting of G-non-singlet quantum fieldsφ i (x) are shown to be recovered from the algebra A = F G of G-singlet observables in combination with the data on states of physical relevance on A selected by the DoplicherHaag-Roberts (DHR) criterion [8] as states with localizable charges. Previously, this theory was satisfactorily formulated only in the cases with unbroken symmetries, and its general significance was not properly understood owing to its mathematical sophistication. In [18] , such general essence extracted from this theory has been extended not only to the broken symmetries but also to such thermal situations as involving non-equilibrium local states in QFT [5] ; through these results a unified theoretical scheme to control micro-macro transitions is seen to emerge, on the basis of categorical adjunctions as matching conditions between selected states and reference states for comparison which are realized by 'solving' the selection criteria. By these attempts, it has turned out that the proposed scheme allows one to treat various different physical theories specialized to each specific domain in nature, in quite a homogeneous and unified way, such as QFT in the vacuum situation, statistical mechanics of quantum fields at finite temperatures and their non-equilibrium states with non-trivial space-time dependent structures and behaviours in the following forms:
1. DHR-DR superselection theory [8, 9] and its reformulation [18] , 2. extension to the situations with a spontaneously broken internal symmetry [18] , 3 . general formulation of non-equilibrium local states in QFT [5, 16, 17] .
According to a suitable choice of a selection criterion, we select all the physical states of relevance to each physical domain or aspects of interest to be described theoretically, from the set of all generic states on the net of quantum local observables or the algebra of quantum fields. The meaningful choices of the selection criteria have turned out (see [18] ) to involve some standard reference systems, such as the group dualĜ in the above case of DHR-DR superselection theory controlling the mutual relations between the observable algebra A = F G with a specified family T of physical states with localizable charges and the non-commutative dynamical system F G with the group of internal symmetry G = Gal(F/A) given as a Galois group. In the case of non-equilibrium local states, such a role is played by the space B K of thermodynamic parameters (β, µ) and that M + (B K ) of probability measures ρ on B K describing the fluctuations of (β, µ). Through the comparison of a generic unknown state ω with members of standard states ω ρ = C * (ρ) equipped with parameters ρ belonging to the reference system, we can judge whether ω satisfies the criterion or not. If the selection criterion and the standard reference system are suitably set up, we can solve an "inverse" of a map C * (c→q channel) from the reference system to the set of generic quantum states as a kind of "left adjoint" (q→c channel) in the categorical adjunction which provides us with the interpretation of a generic selected state ω in terms of the vocabulary of the standard known object ρ belonging to the reference system. Here what plays crucial roles is the relation (Sec.3) between the superselection sectors arising from the classification of states and representations of the algebra of quantum physical variables and the spectrum of the centre (of the universal representation containing all the selected relevant ones), the latter of which plays the roles of macroscopic order parameters to distinguish among different sectors on the basis of their mutual disjointness.
If this kind of machinery works appropriately, then it will allow us to analyze in terms of the selection criteria the mutual relations among different theories to describe different physical domains or aspects, on the basis of which we can attain a framework to allow one specific form of a theory adapted to a fixed scale region in the physical world to be freely transferred to another one, according to the changes in length scales and aspects relevant to the problems in question. At this point, however, we note that all the above results are obtained in the essential use of the basic notions and mathematical techniques developed on the notions of vacuum states (characterized by the spectrum condition) and/or KMS states (based on the KMS condition), which have been adopted as they stand without being re-viewed from the novel viewpoint of the proposed scheme. Namely, one of the most important family of KMS states (including the vacuum states as a special case of β = ∞ or T = 0) as standard reference systems has been left untouched without having acquired a physically natural reformulation. It is clear that we cannot attain the aim of a unified scheme in a self-consistent way unless this family is successfully incorporated in the framework briefly explained above.
For this purpose, we start to approach to this question by examining the geometric and algebraic meanings of the temperatures, asking ourselves a question, "Is a temperature a priori parameter or physical quantity?". As will be examined in the next section, the most useful hint can be found in the famous Takesaki theorem [22] showing the mutual disjointness ω β 1 • ω β 2 between KMS states at different temperatures, β 1 = β 2 , for a quantum C*-dynamical system with type III representations in its KMS states.
The general and physical meanings contained in the mathematical notions of disjointness will be explained in Sec.3 in combination with the related important and basic notions such as quasi-equivalence of representations, folia and the role of the spectrum of the centre in classifying mutually disjoint representations and states. On the basis of these preparations, the criterion for symmetry breakdown is presented in Sec.4. To adapt the above ingredients to the situation with the broken scale invariance in thermal situations, an augmented algebra as a composite system of a genuine quantum system and a classical macroscopic system is constructed in Sec.5 to accommodate spontaneously and/or explicitly broken symmetries unifying the viewpoint presented in Sec.4 and the notion of scaling nets and algebras due to Buchholz and Verch [6] . In use of the mappings to relate states on the original quantum system and the augmented one, the claimed result on the role of (inverse) temperature as an order parameter of broken scale invariance is proved in Sec.6. The final section summarizes these consequences and briefly mentions the related interesting problems in this context to be further investigated.
2 Temperature: a priori parameter or physical quantity?
When an object in thermal equilibrium with respect to its rest frame is moving relative to our frame, we observe in it such non-equilibrium features as heat current just for the kinematical reason. This means that the thermal equilibrium is meaningful only in reference to the frame in which the object is at rest, and it can be shown [14] to imply the spontaneous breakdown of Lorentz boost symmetry in the context of (special-)relativistic QFT. In this situation, a Lorentz 4-vector β µ of inverse-temperature is shown to be a key member of necessary parameters for specifying a thermal equilibrium state:
where V + denotes the (open) forward lightcone in the Minkowski space defined by
, and k B and T are the Boltzmann constant and a temperature, respectively. Such a thermal state ω (β µ ) parametrized by β µ is shown [3] to be characterized by a relativistic KMS condition, a relativistic extension of the standard KMS condition [2] , and will be called a relativisitc KMS state or simply a KMS state hereafter. From the above explanation, the timelike unit vector u µ := β µ /β (u µ u µ = 1) is seen to describe a relative velocity for specifying the rest frame in which the relativisitc KMS state ω (β µ ) exhibits its genuine thermal equilibrium nature, and it represents an order parameter associated with this spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) of Lorentz boosts [14] . In the context of non-equilibrium local states [5] , a non-trivial spacetime-dependent temperature distribution x −→ β µ (x) ∈ V + is allowed to appear, in which x −→ u µ (x) = β µ (x)/β(x) becomes a time-like member of the vierbein field to specify the rest frame at each spacetime point x. Putting this geometric aspect in a more general context of QFT formulated in a curved spacetime (i.e., non-equilibrium states in a curved background spacetime [17, 15] ), we will encounter interesting mathematical-physical problems at the boundary of geometry and thermodynamics.
The problem to be discussed here is, however, a question concerning another factor β = (β µ β µ ) 1/2 in the formula β µ = βu µ ∈ V + , the inverse temperature itself as a Lorentz scalar: is β any kind of order parameter related with a certain symmetry similarly to the case of u µ ? What is suggestive in this context is the following famous theorem due to Takesaki [22] (see, for instance [2] ): This mathematical fact suggests the following physical picture for such quantum systems as QFT with infinite degrees of freedom, which intrinsically involve type-III von Neumann algebras (as representation-independent local subalgebras and/or in thermal situations): according to standard results [7, 21] in the representation theory of C*-algebras, a family of disjoint representations generate a non-trivial centre in the representation containing them as subrepresentations, whose elements can be regarded as macroscopic order parameters because of their mutual commutativity and of their role in discriminating among different representations within the family according to its spectrum. Since all the GNS representations of the KMS states of QFT except for β = 0, ∞ are known to be type-III von Neumann algebras, we are naturally led to a situation with continuous superselection sectors formed by KMS states at different temperatures, distinguished mutually by macroscopic central observables (in a representation containing all the KMS states) among which the (inverse) temperature β is found. Namely, β becomes in this situation a physical macro-variable running over the space of all possible thermal equilibria, instead of being an a priori given fixed parameter as is treated in the standard approach to statistical mechanics.
Starting from this observation, it will be shown in the following that β is a physical order parameter corresponding to the spontaneously or explicitly broken scale invariance under the renormalization-group transformations; namely, β's not only parametrize continuous sectors of thermal equilibria at different temperatures, but also are mutually interrelated by the renormalization-group transformation associated with the broken scale invariance, which clarifies the geometric structure of the thermodynamic classifying space identified with the spectrum of the above centre of the representation universal within the KMS family.
3 Classification of representations and states: central spectrum as classifying space of sectors
Just for convenience' sake, let us briefly recall and summarize the basic mathematical notions relevant to the present context in the following form.
1) Folium / disjointness / quasi-equivalence: Let A be a unital C*-algebra and denote E A the set of all states on A defined as normalized positive linear functionals. All representations (π, H) are to be understood here as unital *-representations in the sense that π(1)
From the definition, it is clear that the linear span of a folium gives the predual (π(A) ′′ ) * of the von Neumann algebra π(A) ′′ , consisting of σ-weakly continuous linear functionals on
In terms of this notion, the definitions of disjointness and quasiequivalence of representations can be understood in clear-cut way, as follows. According to the standard results (see [7] ), the defined disjointness is rephrased into the following equivalent forms:
where H A (π 2 ← π 1 ) is the set of intertwiners from π 1 to π 2 defined by
2) are projections corresponding to π i regarded as subrepresentations of a common representation π (e.g., π = π 1 ⊕ π 2 ) and c(P ) denotes the central support c(P ) : (ii) ∃Φ : 
the above (i)-(iv) are also equivalent to the next (v):
(v) c(P (π 1 )) = c(P (π 2 )) for the central supports of P (π 1 ), P (π 2 ). 2) Pure phase vs. mixed phase; superselection sectors and order parameter While KMS states ω β describing thermal equilibria are all mixed states (except for the case of vacuum with β = ∞), their decompositions into pure states are highly non-unique for quantum dynamical systems with infinte degrees of freedom because of their type-threeness. Therefore, it is more legitimate to understand a KMS state as an entity in itself without reference to pure states. For this purpose, we need to know the minimal units of KMS states in order for a generic one to be decomposed canonically. Such a unit is known to be found in a thermodynamic pure phase ω ∈ E A characterized by ergodicity, or equivalently by factoriality defined by the triviality of centre Z ω (A) = π ω (A) ′′ ∩π ω (A) ′ = CI Hω as a condition equivalent to the extremality in the set K β of all KMS states at β on A α R [2] . Along this line, we call pure phases any factor states ω or factor representations with trivial centre. If a given state ω is not a pure phase, it is called a mixed phase whose GNS representation π ω has a non-trivial centre Z ω (A). As a commutative algebra, the centre Z ω (A) admits a "simultaneous diagonalization" due to the well-known Gel'fand theorem expressing it as a function algebra L ∞ (Spec(Z ω (A))) on the spectrum Spec(Z ω (A)) consisting of characters or maximal ideals. Corresponding to this, ω and π ω are canonically decomposed (= central decomposition) into factor states (= pure phases) and factor subrepresentations (= sectors):
According to the above proposition, any pair of factor states or factor representations are either quasi-equivalent or disjoint and if pure phases ω 1 , ω 2 are disjoint, there exists ∃C ∈ Z π (A) s.t. ω 1 (C) = ω 2 (C) within a representation π containing π ω 1 ⊕ π ω 2 . In this sense, each point of Spec(Z ω (A)) represents a realized value of parameters to distinguish among different pure phases contained in a mixed phase ω, and hence, each central element C ∈ Z ω (A) can be identified with a macroscopic order parameter.
Therefore, a mixed phase represents just the situation of a superselection rule consisting of sectors each of which is identified with a folium of pure phases or its factor representations labelled by a point in Spec(Z ω (A)).
3) Scheme for classifying microscopic sectors by means of macroscopic order parameters
The above observations naturally lead to a "unified scheme for generalized sectors based upon selection criteria" [17] which can be schematized as follows:
The applicability of this scheme has been confirmed in [18] in three major situations, the DHR superselection rule [8, 9] to explain the operational origin of internal symmetries, its extension to SSB cases [18] and the formulation of non-equilibrium local states in QFT [5, 16, 17] . In all three cases, the item i) is given by the set of states on the net O −→ A(O) of local observables or its global algebra A to be explained in the next section (or, a version of it slightly restricted w.r.t. the energy spectrum in the case of non-equilibrium local states [17, 18] ). The item ii) is chosen in the discussion of non-equilibrium local states the set K := Conv(∪ β∈V + K β ) of all the convex combinations of (relativisitc) KMS states ∈ K β at all possible inverse temperatures β ∈ V + . In contrast, the corresponding choices in the DHR-DR theory and its extension to SSB are not known a priori, which turn out through the analyses to be, respectively, the group dualĜ (or functions l ∞ (Ĝ) on it) of the group G of the arising internal symmetry and the sections l ∞ (∐ gH∈G/H gĤg −1 ) of a fibre bundle related with the group H of unbroken remaining symmetry and that G of the spontaneously broken symmetry. The item iii) is just to compare a given unknown generic state ω in i) with those special states in i) sent from the standard reference system ii) by the embedding map as a c-q channel ii)=⇒i). If ω is judged to be identified with one of such embedded reference states, then the 'inverse' map as a q-c channel i)=⇒ii) provides the interpretation of ω in terms of ii). In this way, the G-charge contents of ω in the DHR-DR case is described in terms of the (fluctuation probability over) unitary equivalence classes ⊂Ĝ, and, in the SSB case, in terms of the data of gH ∈ G/H specifying the position (within the family of degenerate vacua parametrized by G/H) of a vacuum sector (e.g., the spatial direction of the magnetization in the example of a Heisenberg ferromagnet) to which ω belongs, in combination with the H-charge contents of ω. In the case of non-equilibrium local states, ω is characterized as such a state if it shows the agreement for certain restricted class of pointlike quantum thermal observables (defined by some asymptotic limits of elements in the local net O −→ A(O) converging to a spacetime point x ∈ R 4 ) with a standard state of such a form as ω ρ = B K dρ(β, µ)ω β,µ with ρ ∈ M + (B K ) describing the statistical fluctuations of thermodynamic parameters (β, µ) ∈ B K over various thermodynamic pure phases. In this case, dρ(β, µ) gives the thermal interpretation of a generic non-equilibrium state ω at a point x.
Since all these are in use of some systematic techniques available for vacuum states and/or KMS states based upon their mathematical formulation, it is quite important to try the possibility to treat all the KMS states (including β = ∞ as a vacuum) themselves just according to the same spirit as above.
Criterion for symmetry breakdown
To show that the inverse temperature appears as an order parameter of broken scale invariance, we need to give precise formulations of a) the scale transformations which may possibly be allowed to involve explicit breaking effects such as the presence of non-vanishing mass terms, and of b) a criterion for symmetry breakdown, and then to exhibit c) the role of the inverse temperature as an order parameter for this broken scale invariance.
For this purpose, we start here with the criterion for a spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB), as a special case of b) applicable to the symmetries described by a strongly continuous automorphic action τ of a locally compact group G on the C*-algebra F of quantum fields: G τ F. To be more precise, the algebraic formulation of QFT is usually not based upon a C*-algebra F of quantum fields which are in general not directly observable owing to their non-trivial behaviours under the group G of an internal symmetry. Instead, the basic ingredient to play the principal roles is a net O −→ A(O) of local observables with each local subalgebra A(O) defined as a W*-algebra; any self-adjoint element A = A * ∈ A(O) is supposed to correspond to a physical quantity, experimentally observable within a spacetime region O chosen from a suitable family of spacetime regions which constitute a directed set w.r.t. the inclusion relation, the typical choice being the family K := {(b+V + )∩(c−V + ); a, b ∈ R 4 } of double cones in the Minkowski spacetime R 4 . The common properties to be naturally satisfied by this net are taken as follows (see, for instance, [11] 
iii) Local commutativity (as a mathematical formulation of Einstein causality): for spacelike separated regions O 1 , O 2 ∈ K (i.e., (x−y)·(x−y) < 0 (∀x ∈ O 1 ,∀y ∈ O 2 )) the local subalgebras A(O 1 ) and A(O 2 ) are commutative in the sense of
The basic standpoint of the algebraic QFT (though not completely implemented yet) is to regard the algebra F of unobservable quantum fields acted upon by a group G of internal symmetry as a kind of mathematical device constructed by the method of Galois extension from A by 'solving some equations' identified with a suitably chosen criterion to select out a family of physically relevant states [8, 9] . This strategy has definite merits in providing a clear picture for the mutual relations between the two aspects involving spacetime(=external) and internal symmetries, treating the former in such a form as the spacetime dependence of the net O −→ A(O) and the latter in terms of an abstract non-commutative version of TannakaKrein duality between an internal symmetry group G and the representation category Rep G realized in the superselection sectors of A, respectively, and then combining two aspects in the form of the dynamical system F G. In the next section, the former aspect in relation with the scale changes is focused by means of the above net O −→ A(O) of local observables. Concerning the problem of a symmetry breaking, what is to be in focus is the global aspects in which the differences of symmetries between internal and external become largely irrelevant.
With this understanding, we treat, as the algebra of the system under consideration, the C*-algebra F of qunatum fields acted upon by a group G which is supposed to represent all the possible kinds of symmetries characterizing the physical system. In the case of unbroken internal symmetry, the emerging group G is verified to be a compact Lie group, whereas there is no guarantee of such a characterization of G in the case of SSB. However, we assume here for technical reasons such a restriction on G that it should be a locally compact group. Now, the traditional treatment of SSB is just based on the so-called Goldstone commutators expressing the non-invariance ω(δ(F )) = 0 (∃F ∈ F) of a state ω under the infinitesimal transformations δ(∈ Der(F): densely defined *-derivations on F) in the directions of symmetry breaking; while this is a necessary condition for SSB in a pure (or more generally, factor) state, its sufficiency can be assured only for spatially homogeneous states such as vacuum ones. For instance, if factoriality of the representation is not required, one can easily obtain a G-invariant state even in the situation of SSB by averaging over a G-noninvariant factor state, which evades the necessity of ω(δ(F )) = 0. On the other hand, such a representation (π, H) can exist that in spite of the absence of G-invariant states in H the symmetry is descibed by a unitary representation G ∋ g −→ U (g) ∈ U(H) satisfying the so-called covariance condition π(τ g (F )) = U (g)π(F )U (g) * . A general criterion for SSB can be given in the following form of definition so as to avoid these kinds of complications and to incorporate more general situations in an intrinsic way:
Definition 7 [17] A symmetry described by a strongly continous automorphic action τ of a locally compact group G on a (global) C*-algebra F of quantum fields is said to be unbroken in a given representation (π, H) of
F if the spectrum of centre Z π (F) := π(F) ′′ ∩ π(F) ′ is pointwise invariant (µ-a.e.
w.r.t. the central measure µ for the central decomposition of π into factor representations) under the action of G induced on Spec(Z π (F)). If the symmetry is not unbroken in (π, H), it is said to be broken spontaneously there.
This definition exhibits the essence of SSB as the conflict between factoriality of (π, H) and unitary implementability of G in it; in the usual approaches, the former point is respected at the expense of the latter. Taking the opposite choice to respect implementability we are led to the non-trivial centre which provides convenient tools for analyzing sector structure and flexible treatment of macroscopic order parameters to distinguish different sectors, as explained in the previous section: the central spectrum Spec(Z π (F)) physically means macroscopic order parameters appearing in low-energy infrared modes, and hence, the physical essence of this definition can be found in the"infrared instability" of the representation (π, H) along the direction of G-action which is in harmony with the intuitive physical picture of SSB.
Note, however, that this definition admits the coexistence of unbroken and broken subrepresentations in a given representation π suffering from SSB, according to which the central spectrum Spec(Z π (F)) can further be decomposed into G-invariant subdomains. In view of the requirement of Ginvariance, each such minimal subdomain is characterized by G-ergodicity, which means central ergodicity in the whole system. Therefore, π is decomposed into the direct sum (or, direct integral) of unbroken factor representations and broken non-factor representations, each component of which is centrally G-ergodic. In this way we obtain a phase diagram on the spectrum of centre.
We can now construct a covariant representation of (F τ G) implementing broken G minimally in the sense of central G-ergodicity as follows:
1) Let H be the maximal closed subgroup of G unbroken in (π, H) with a covariant representation (π, U, H) of a C*-dynamical system F τ ↾ H H satisfying π(τ h (F )) = U (h)π(F )U (h) * for ∀h ∈ H. An augmented algebrâ F := F ⋊ (H\G) [18] is defined by a C*-crossed product of F with the homogeneous space H\G which is realized as the algebra of continuous cross sections of C*-algebra bundle G × H F → H\G:
This can conveniently be identified with the algebra C H (G, F) of H-equivariant continuous functionsF on G satisfying the condition
In what follows the identification of a cross section of G × H F → H\G with an H-equivariant continuous function on G is always understood and, without changing the notation, we freely move from one version to another. The product structure ofF is simply given by the pointwise product,
forF 1 ,F 2 ∈F,ġ ∈ H\G, which is equivalent to (F 1F2 )(g) :=F 1 (g)F 2 (g) in the version of H-equivariant continuous functions on G consistently with the constraint of H-equivariance:
or equivalently, [τ g (F )](g 1 ) =F (g 1 g) for H-equivariant functions. The fixedpoint subalgebraF G ofF under the actionτ of G is given by the constant sectionF : g −→ F ∈ F H because of the H-equvariance condition:
Then from a representation (π, U, H) of a C*-dynamical system F τ ↾ H H, a representation (π,Ĥ) is induced of the crossed productF in the following way.
2) With the left-invariant Haar measure dξ on G/H (with left G-action), the Hilbert spaceĤ is given by L 2 -sections of G × H H:
which can be identified with the L 2 -space of H-valued (U, H)-equivariant functions ψ on G,
On thisĤ, the representationsπ andÛ ofF and G are defined, respectively, by
and satisfy the covariance relation:
3) F is embedded intoF byî H\G : F ֒→F given by
which is consistent with the H-equivariance condition:
This embedding map intertwines the G-actions τ on F andτ onF,î
and hence, we have
The mutual relations among (sub)algebras and mappings can be depicted byF
where the maps i G and m G , etc., are, respectively, the embedding maps (of a C*-algebra into another) and the conditional expectations defined as operator-valued weights to extract fixed points, such as
4) Combiningî H\G withπ, we obtain a covariant representation (π,Û ,Ĥ),
and satisfyingπ
5) The sector structure is determined by the following information on the relevant centres:
This can be seen as follows: From the definition ofF ⊂ C(H\G, F) ∼ = C(H\G)⊗F it is clear that the commutative algebra C(H\G) is contained in the centre of the C*-algebraF. If this centre is bigger than C(H\G), it contains a functionF on H\G whose imageF (ġ) at some pointġ ∈ H\G is not be a scalar multiple of the identity, which does not commute with some element F 1 ∈ F because of the triviality of the centre of F due to
In view of 3), F 1 can be embedded inF satisfyingî H\G (F 1 )(ė) = F 1 , and hence, we haveτ g −1î H\G (F 1 )(ġ) = F 1 , which shows the relation [F ,τ g −1î H\G (F 1 )](ġ) = [F (ġ), F 1 ] = 0. Thus, we have Z(F) = C(H\G). Using the similar arguments forπ(F) ′′ combined with Zπ(F) ⊂ L ∞ (H\G, dġ)⊗π(F) ′′ , we see Zπ(F) = L ∞ (H\G; dġ). The equality Zπ(F) = L ∞ (H\G; dġ) comes from the mutual disjointness π • (π • τ g ) for g ∈ G H and Z π (F) = C1.
Since the homogeneous space H\G as the spectrum of the centre Zπ(F) is transitive under the right action G which is just the action induced on the central spectrum fromτ , the representation (π,Ĥ) of the dynamical system F τ G is centrally G-ergodic, to which the criterion for SSB can be applied.
Adapting the above formulation to the GNS representation (π = π β , H = H β ) of a KMS state ω β=(β µ ) with H = R 4 ⋊ SO(3), G = R 4 ⋊ L ↑ + , we can reproduce the results on the SSB of Lorentz boosts:
How to formulate broken scale invariance?
As noted at the beginning, the above discussion of symmetry breakdown was concerning the spontaneous breakdown of a symmetry described by a group G acting on the field algebra F by automorphisms. In contrast, the notion of the broken scale invariance is usually understood in a physical system with such explicit breaking terms as non-vanishing mass, which seem to cause difficulties in treating scale transformations as automorphisms acting on the algebra describing the system. However, the results on the scaling algebra in algebraic QFT due to Buchholz and Verch [6] shows that the above negative anticipation can safely be avoided.
Their results can be summarized as follows. Let the following requirements be imposed on all the possible renormalization-group transformations R λ :
(i) R λ should map the given net O → A(O) of local observables at spacetime scale 1 onto the corresponding net O → A λ (O) := A(λO) at a scale λ, i.e.,
for every region O ⊂ R 4 . Since both time and space are scaled by the same λ, the light velocity c remains unchanged as their ratio.
(ii) In the Fourier-transformed picture, the subspace A( O) of all (quasilocal) observables carrying energy-momentum in the set O ⊂ R 4 is transformed as
where
In view of the duality between spacetime coordinates x µ and energy-momenum p µ involved in the Fourier transformation, this requirement implies the invariance of the quantity p µ x µ = Et − p · x called "action" in physics, as a consequence of which the Planck constant with the dimension of action also remains invariant.
(iii) R λ should be bounded continuous maps uniformly in λ (even if they may not be isomorphisms): concerning the possibility of non-isomorphisms, Buchholz and Verch in [6] remark "In the case of dilation invariant theories the transformations R λ are expected to be isomorphisms, yet this will not be true in general since the algebraic relations between observables may depend on the scale." In contrast to their focus on the high-energy limits in the context of vacuum situations, our interest here is in the thermal situations involving all the possible temperatures. But the similar point to the scale dependence of the basic algebraic relations should be expected to show up especially in the direction to the low temperature side, because of the increasing complexity of phase structures arising from the bifurcating processes of phase transitions. In view of the seemingly ad hoc choices of the starting dynamics and the algebras of relevant physical variables in the standard approaches to phase transitions, it should be certainly one of the non-trivial important questions whether all the variety of different thermodynamic phases can be totally attributed to that of the realized states and representations of one and the same fixed dynamical system with a fixed algebra of observables and a fixed dynamics acting on the former.
Then, the scaling net O →Â(O) corresponding to the original local net O → A(O) of observables is defined as the local net consisting of scalechanged observables under the action of all the possible choice of R λ satisfying (i)-(iii). With the derivation process referred to [6] , the obtained results on the structure ofÂ(O) can be reformulated into the identification ofÂ(O) with the algebra Γ(∐ λ∈R + A λ (O)) of sections R + ∋ λ −→Â(λ) ∈ A λ (O) of algebra bundle ∐ λ∈R + A λ (O) ։ R + over the multiplicative group R + of scale changes:
The scaling algebraÂ playing the role of the global algebra is defined by the C*-inductive limit of all local algebrasÂ(O) on the basis of the isotonŷ
The algebraic structures to makeÂ(O) a unital C*-algebra are defined in a pointwise manner by
(forÂ 1 ,Â 2 ,Â ∈Â(O), c 1 , c 2 ∈ C) and the C*-norm by
From the scaled actions A λ
in terms of which the essence of the condition (iii) is expressed simply as the continuity of the action of the Poincaré group at its identity: ||α a,Λ (Â) − A || → Then, the scale transformation is defined by an automorphic actionσ of the group R + of scale changes on the scaling algebraÂ given for ∀µ ∈ R + by (σ µ (Â))(λ) :=Â(µλ), λ > 0 ,
satisfying the properties:
In this formulation, the roles of renormalization-group transformations to relate observables at different scales are played by the scaling transformationsσ R + acting isomorphically on the scaling net O →Â(O). In view of the algebra C(R + ) of scalar-valued functions on R + embedded in the centre of the scaling algebraÂ, C(R + ) ֒→ Z(Â) ⊂Â, it is no miracle for a broken scale invariance caused by such explicit breaking terms as the mass m to be restored as an "exact" symmetry described by an automorphic actionσ of R + when all the terms responsible for the explicit breaking can be treated (as is common in practice) in terms of scale-dependent classical variables like R + ∋ λ −→ m(λ) = λ dm m 0 . It is also remarkable that the final results obtained by Buchholz and Verch [6] through the complicated analysis can naturally be seen just as a special case of the previous definition of the augmented algebraF := Γ(G × H F) for treating SSB with the choice of H := P ↑ + , G = H ⋊ R + (semidirect product of groups) in combination with a slight modification due to the spacetime dependence described by the local net structure: F =⇒ (O → A(O)) (upon which the group R + of scale changes acts). While this is the case found in the vacuum situations which show the invariance under the Poincaré group P ↑ + = R 4 ⋊L ↑ + by definition, the typical thermal situations relevant to our present contexts require more careful treatment because of the SSB of Lorentz boost symmetry caused by temperatures. Here the Poincaré group P ↑ + of relativisitc symmetry is broken down to R 4 ⋊ SO(3) and, in the opposite direction, it is extended to a larger one P ↑ + ⋊ R + involving the broken scale invariance, which may possibly be extended at the critical points further to the conformal group SO(2, 4). It is interesting to note that the series of group extensions SO(3) ֒→ SO(1, 3) ֒→ SO(1, 3) ⋊ R + ֒→ SO(2, 4) (or its doube covering SU (2) ֒→ SL(2, C) ֒→ SL(2, C) ⋊ R + ֒→ SU (2, 2)) can be understood in the context of the Kantor-Koecher-Tits construction of Lie algebras associated with a symmetric space and the corresponding Jordan triple system [20] , the last member of which gives the analytic group of automorphisms of the tube domain R 4 + iV + ∋ x µ + iβ µ . If we start from the choice of H := P ↑ + , G = H ⋊ R + even in the thermal situation at T = 0 • K, the starting representation (π, H) with H as the group of unbroken symmetry should be understood to contain already a non-trivial centre with SO(3)\L 
Scale changes on states
In relation with the centre Z(Â) = Z(Â(O)) = C(R + ) arising from the broken scale invariance, we have a canonical family of conditional expectationŝ µ fromÂ to A corresponding to probability measures µ on C(R + ):
(We can consider the case with dµ(λ) chosen to be the Haar measure dλ/λ of R + , which is, however, a positive unbounded measure but not a probability one; the correspondingμ becomes then an operator-valued weight whose images are not guaranteed to be finite.) By means ofμ, any state ω ∈ E A can be lifted ontoÂ by
where we have usedÂ
In [6] the case of µ = δ λ=1 (: Dirac measure at the identity of R + ) is called a canonical liftω := ω •δ 1 . The scale transformed state defined bŷ
describes the situation at scale λ due to the renormalization-group transformation of scale change λ. Conversely, starting from a stateω ofÂ, we can obtain its central decomposition as follows: first, we call two natural embedding maps ι : A ֒→Â [[ι(A)] (λ) ≡ A] and κ : C(R + ) ≃ Z(Â) ֒→Â. Pulling backω by κ * : EÂ → E C(R + ) , we can define a probability measure ρω :
For any positive operatorÂ = adÊÂ(a) ∈Â, we can consider the central supports c(ÊÂ(∆)) ∈ P roj(Zπω (Â)) ofÊÂ(∆) ∈ P roj(πω(Â) ′′ ) with a Borel set ∆ in Sp(Â) ⊂ [0, +∞) satisfying c(ÊÂ(∆))ÊÂ(∆) =ÊÂ(∆), from which we see that ρ ′′ ω (c(ÊÂ(∆))) = 0 impliesω ′′ (ÊÂ(∆)) = 0, wherê ω ′′ and ρ ′′ ω are the extensions ofω and ρω toπω(Â) ′′ and L ∞ (R + , dρω), respectively. Thus, we can define the Radon-Nikodym derivative ω λ := dω dρω (λ) ofω w.r.t. ρω as a state onπω(Â) ′′ (in a similar way to [19] ) so that
(38) Then, the pull-back ι * (ω) =ω • ι ∈ E A ofω ∈ EÂ by ι * : EÂ → E A is given by
owing to the relation
Applying this relation to the scaled canonical lift,ω λ :=ω
, where φ λ is the isomorphism introduced in [6] between ω and the canonical liftω λ ∈ EÂ projected ontoÂ/ker(πω •σ λ ). Thus, we can lift canonically any state ω ∈ E A from A toω ∈ EÂ, and, after the scale shfitσ λ onÂ, returnω •σ λ back onto A: φ λ (ω) = ω λ = ι * (ω •δ λ ), as result of which we obtain the scaled-shifted state ω λ ∈ E A from ω ∈ E A in spite of the absence of scale invariance on A.
Now applying this procedure to ω = ω β (: any state belonging to the family of relativistic KMS states with the same (β 2 ) 1/2 ), we have a genuine KMS state by going to their rest frames. Then we haveω λ = ( ω β ) λ = ω β • δ λ which is shown to be a KMS state at β/λ:
and hence, (
As has been already remarked, the above discussion is seen to apply equally to the spontaneous as well as explicitly broken scale invariance with such explicit breaking parameters as mass terms. The actions of scale transformations on such variables as x µ , β µ and also conserved charges are just straightforward, which is justified by such facts that the first and the second ones are of kinematical nature and that the second and the third ones exhibit themselves in the state labels for specifying the relevant sectors in the context of the superselection structures [5, 18] . This gives an alternative verification to the so-called non-renormalization theorem of conserved charges. In sharp contrast, other such variables as coupling constants (to be read off from the data of correlation functions or Green's functions) are affected by the scaled dynamics, and hence, may show non-trivial scaling behaviours with deviations from the canonical (or kinematical) dimensions, in such forms as the running couplings or anomalous dimensions. Thus, the transformationsσ λ (as "exact" symmetry on the augmented algebraÂ) are understood to play the roles of the renormalization-group transformations (as broken symmetry on the original algebra A).
As a result, we see that classical macroscopic observable β naturally emerging from a microscopic quantum system is verified to be an order parameter of broken scale invariance involved in the renormalization group in relativisitc QFT.
Summary and outlook
To equip such expressions as "broken scale invariance" and its "order parameter" with their precise formulations, we have adopted a scheme to incorporate spontaneously as well as explicitly broken symmetries with the criterion for symmetry breakdown on the basis of an augmented algebra with a non-trivial centre in such forms asF = Γ(G × H F) or O −→Â(O) = Γ(∐ λ∈R + A(λO)), the latter of which is just a re-interpretation of the BuchholzVerch scaling net of local observables adapted to the former. As an algebra of the composite system of a genuine quantum one together with classical macroscopic one (embedded as the centre), the augmented algebraF orÂ can play such important roles that a) it allows a symmetry broken explicitly by breaking terms (such as nonvanishing masses in the case of scale invariance) to be formulated in terms of the symmetry transformations acting onÂ through automorphisms ∈ Aut(Â) which is realized by the simultaneous changes of the breaking terms belonging to the centre Z(Â) to cancel the breaking effects, a') for a spontaneously broken symmetry, this augmented algebra naturally accommodates its covariant unitary representation as an induced representation from a subgroup of the remaining unbroken symmetry (at the expense of the non-trivial centre characterizing the symmetry breaking), b) the continuous behaviours of order parameters under the broken symmetry transformations is algebraically expressed at the C*-level of the (C*-algebraic) centre Z(Â) in sharp contrast to the discontinuous ones at the W*-level Z π (Â) of representations owing to the mutual disjointness among representations corresponding to different values of order parameters (as points on Spec(Z π (A))). To this continuous order parameter some external field can further be coupled, like the coupling between the magnetization and an external magnetic field in the discussion of a Heisenberg ferromagnet. Using this coupling, we can examine, for instance, the mutual relations between the magnetization caused by an external field and the spontaneous one, the latter of which persists in the asymptotic removal of the former in combination with the hysteresis effects. Without introducing the augmented algebraÂ, it seems difficult for this kind of discussions to be adapted to the case of QFT.
Then, the mutual relation between states on A andÂ is clarified, on the basis of which the verification of the statement on the behaviour of the inverse temperatures is just reduced to a simple computation of checking the parameter shift occurring in the KMS condition under the scale transformation. What is interesting in this observation about the roles of the (inverse) temperature β is that it exhibits the cross over between thermal and geometric aspects expressed in β µ = βu µ and in the spacetime transformations P ↑ + ⋊ R + including the scale one, respectively.
While the above scale transformations in the real version cause actual changes on equilibrium states with a temperature into another, there is also a virtual version which does not change the real temperature but which acts in the virtual direction of the interpolating family of non-commutative L p -spaces [1] to be built here on the von Neumann algebras M := π β (A) ′′ , defined as the GNS representation associated to a KMS state ω β . A virtual temperature τ associated with an L p -space L p (M; ω β ) is given here as 0 ≤ τ = β/p ≤ β (or, T = (k B β) −1 ≤ pT ≤ ∞: i.e., high temperature side) because of the restriction of 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. From the physical viewpoint, this restriction can be naturally understood as the difficulty in moving kinematically to the direction of lower temperatures caused by the possible occurrence of phase transitions which cannot be treated without the dynamical considerations.
This context of interpolation theory involves various interesting aspects, such as the extension of some key notions in the (quantum) information geometry and statistical inference theory like α-divergences, relative entropy, Fisher information, etc., which have been traditionally treated in quantum systems with finite degrees of freedom, or even in the finite-dimensional matrix algebras [13, 12] . On the present setting-up, it is quite natural to extend the discussions in this context to a general quantum dynamical system with infinite degrees of freedom. For instance, with α := 
where [T 1 , T 2 ] φ 0 is the pairing between L p and L q w.r.t. a faithful normal semifinite weight φ 0 (or, a faithful normal state such as ω β ) for
∈ L q (M, φ 0 ), with u i : partial isometries and ∆ ϕ i ,φ 0 : relative modular operator from φ 0 to ϕ i ∈ M * ,+ . The problems related with this geometric aspect of temperature states will be discussed elsewhere.
